System for conveying fruit and vegetable products

The system (1) comprises a first conveyor and singularization line (5) for fruit and vegetable products (2) defined within a V-slot made in a body (12) and presenting two first motorised belts (21) installed on opposite walls (14) which define the slot (13) near the bottom of the slot (13) and two motorised belts (23) installed on each of said walls (14) on a higher level than said first belts (21); said first belts (21) presenting a different speed from that of said second belts (23).
Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a system for conveying fruit and vegetable products, and in particular to a system adapted to singularize such products while they are conveyed.

[0002] The systems for conveying fruit and vegetable products comprise a loading station where a predetermined quantity of products is placed on a conveyor belt; a singularization station of the products where by reducing the width of a conveyor belt an attempt to align the products is made; a picking station where the features of the product, such as dimensions and colour, are inspected; and a packaging station of the products selected in the previous station. For certain small sized fruit and vegetable products provided with a footstalk, such as cherries and certain types of tomatoes, the products may not be aligned or one on top of the other along the conveyor belt installed in the singularization station. In such cases, human intervention is required, with inevitable production costs. Furthermore, the presence of the footstalk entails the possibility of the footstalk itself getting caught in clearances existing along the conveyor belt, thus upsetting product singularization.

[0003] It is the object of the present invention to provide a system for conveying fruit and vegetable products which is free from the above-mentioned drawbacks.

[0004] According to the present invention, a system for conveying fruit and vegetable products is made characterised in that it comprises a first conveyor and singularization line of said products defined within a V-slot made in a body and presenting two first motorised belts installed on opposite walls which define said slot near the bottom of said slot and two motorised belts installed on each of said walls on a higher level than said first belts; said first belts presenting a different speed from that of said second belts.

[0005] The present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings illustrating a preferred embodiment thereof, in which:

- figure 1 is a plan view of a system made according to the dictates of the present invention;
- figure 2 is a perspective view of a part of the system in figure 1;
- figure 3 is a section taken along line III-III in figure 1;
- figure 4 is a partial section taken along line IV-IV in figure 1;
- figure 5 is a partial section taken along line V-V in figure 1; and
- figure 6 is a partial section taken along line VI-VI in figure 1.

[0006] With reference to figure 1, number 1 indicates as a whole a system adapted to convey fruit and vegetable products 2 comprising:

- a first conveyor line 3 of products 2 along a horizontal axis X and installed at a loading station 4 where products 2 are introduced onto line 3;
- a second conveyor line 5 defined along the aforesaid axis X and installed at a singularization station 6 of products 2; and
- a third line 7 defined along axis X and adapted to convey previously singularized products 2 towards a picking and packaging station (not shown).
sentially equal to the depth and width of corresponding seat 24 so that the external face of belt 23 is coplanar to corresponding wall 14 and so that there is no clearance between the edges of belt 23 and the side walls of corresponding seat 24. Seats 24, and therefore belts 23, are on a slightly higher level than seats 22. Belts 23 extend only for segment 15.

[0011] With reference to figure 3, conveyor line 5 is provided with an electrical motor 31 presenting an output shaft 32 with axis of rotation parallel to a first wall 14. Shaft 32, by means of joint 33 of the known type, transmits its motion to a revolving shaft 34 with axis of revolution parallel to the second wall 14. A respective gear 35 defined by two pulleys 36 and 37 is keyed onto shafts 32 and 34; pulley 36 being coupled to corresponding belt 21 and pulley 37 of diameter smaller than that of pulley 36 being coupled to corresponding belt 23. In a way not shown, each belt 21 and 23 is coupled to a corresponding idle pulley having such a diameter that belts 21 and 23 are at different speeds and in particular belts 21 present a speed higher than that of belts 23 during the operation of system 1.

[0012] With reference to figure 1, conveyor line 7 is on a slightly lower level than conveyor line 5 so that previously singularized products 2, as will be seen below, fall one at a time from line 5 onto conveyor line 7. The latter is provided with a belt defined by a plurality of rollers 38 with axis of revolution horizontal and orthogonal to axis X. Rollers 38 present a central concave part so that product 2 positions itself between two adjacent rollers 38. System 1 comprises a fourth conveyor line 41 with a U-shape plan presenting a first horizontal segment 42 arranged at and underneath windows 18 for collecting products 2 which fall from conveyor line 5, a second segment 43 presenting a first longitudinal end where products 2 transferred from segment 42 fall, and a third horizontal segment 44 presenting a first longitudinal end on a lower level than a second longitudinal end of segment 43 so that products 2 transferred from segment 43 fall onto segment 44 and a second longitudinal end arranged on a higher level than conveyor line 3 so that products 2 fall onto said line 3 from segment 44. At each window 18 a plate 51 is installed which constitutes a chute of product 2 from conveyor line 5 to segment 42 of conveyor line 41 underneath.

[0013] In use, products 2 are first introduced along conveyor line 3 which transfers them onto conveyor line 5. Given the shape of conveyor line 5, products 2 are normally arranged aligned with the bottom of body 13 exactly between belts 21. Some products 2 may be arranged on top of other products 2 underneath, as shown in figure 3. In this case, some products 2 are in contact with belts 21 while other products 2 are in contact with at least one belt 23. Due to the difference of speed between belts 21 and belts 23, products 2 in contact with belts 23 slide backwards. If despite this possibility of sliding, some products 2 remain on top of products 2 underneath, at segment 16 the products 2 in contact with belts 21 continue their stroke whereas the products 2 in contact with belts 23 find themselves at one of the windows 18, because the former are missing, and therefore fall towards segment 42 underneath onto conveyor line 41 which carries them back to conveyor line 3. Therefore, immediately after segment 16, products 2 transported by line 5 are singularized and may therefore be transferred to conveyor line 7.

[0014] From the above, the advantages obtained by implementing the present invention are apparent and numerous.

[0015] In particular, a system is made that rapidly, efficiently and above all with an effective saving of costs, singularizes fruit and vegetable products. This singularization of products is obtained not only by the different speed of belts 21 and 23 but also by eliminating the support to the top of the products which are on the bottom of body 12. Indeed, through windows 18, such products on top exit conveyor line 5 to return then to the loading station. It must be underlined that due to the dimensions of belts 21 and 23 and of respective seats 22 and 24 described above, the co-planarity of the visible faces of belts 21 and 23 and of walls 14 is obtained by reducing clearances between belts 21 and 23 and respective seats 22 and 24. This prevents the products provided with footstalk from obstructing conveyor line 5.

[0016] It is finally apparent that changes and variants can be made to system 1 described and shown herein without however departing from the protective scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A system for conveying fruit and vegetable products (2) characterised in that it comprises a first conveyor and singularization line (5) of said products (2) defined within a V-slot made in a body (12) and presenting two first motorised belts (21) installed on opposite walls (14) which define said slot (13) near the bottom of said slot (13) and two second motorised belts (22) installed on each of said walls (14) on a higher level than said first belts (21); said first belts (21) presenting a different speed from that of said second belts (23).

2. A system according to claim 1, characterised in that said first belts (21) present a higher speed than that of said second belts (23).

3. A system according to claim 1 and/or 2, characterised in that on said walls (14) a respective sliding seat (22 and 24) of said belts (21 and 23) is made.

4. A system according to claim 3, characterised in that the visible face of said belts (21 and 23) is essentially coplanar with the corresponding said wall (14).
5. A system according to claim 3 and/or 4 characterised in that the width of said belts (21 and 23) is essentially equal to the width of the respective seat (22 and 24) so as not to define clearances.

6. A system according to any of the preceding claims, characterised in that, along said first conveyor line (5), said body (12) presents, in sequence, a first segment (15) in which said walls (14) present a certain surface extension so as to allow the installation of said first and second belts (21 and 23) and a second segment (16) in which said surfaces (14) present a decidedly reduced surface extension with respect to that of said walls (14) of said first segment (15) so as to allow the installation only of said first belts (21) and therefore define for each of said walls (14) a respective window (18) adapted to allow the exit of said first conveyor line (5) of the products (2) which in said first segment (15) were possibly in contact with one of said second belts (23).

7. A system according to claim 6, characterised in that it comprises a second conveyor line (3) installed in a loading station (4) defined upstream of said first conveyor line (5) and adapted to transfer to this said products (2) and a third conveyor line (43) adapted to collect said products (2) from said first conveyor line (5) at said windows (18) and transfer said products (2) towards said loading station (4).

8. A system according to any of the preceding claims, characterised in that it comprises a fourth conveyor line (7) arranged in sequence to said first conveyor line (3) and adapted to convey said previous singularized products (2).
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